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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUrIlKARY OF RESULTS
This report addresses-the potential of remote sensing radar altimeter
techniques to profile land and ocean areas of the earth with emphasis on the
former category. These sensor capabilities relate to (1) the measurement of
. time variations in the land regions due to natural forces such as earthquake.
zones and surface dilatancy and those . due to man's intervention in coal and
other mineral mining regions, (2) easonal and longterm variations in ocean
circulation patterns such as the Gulf Stream, (3) snyoptic surveys of land
topography of developed regions as a means of acquiring accurate statistical 	 '^
,. extractors such as terrain clearance. in air traffic control terminal areas
and surveys of less developed regions to define drainage .areas, errors in
existing surveys, promontory data, and potential mineral deposition, (4)
.automated . recognition. of high erosion areas and detection of the potential
impacts of covert acts of commercial or military nature and (5) an indepen-
i
dent method for theidentification of over-land . gravity. anomalies..	 f.
The data analysis and quality assessment techniques to be discussed herein
represent results of the first operational sensor discussed in the open. liter a-
ture and the critical examination of error sources is intended to provide a
basis for the definition of the capabilities and. technical benefits of
.future, sensor systems.. The. GEOS- 3 satellite program to be discussed repre-
sents ^i1 outgrowth of a sensor concept formulated in 1966 by the ad hoc Sci-F'
entific ^^dvisory_Group to the NASA .Geodetic Satellite Office ` ,[1]; as such
the solid': earth measurement capability discussed here represents spin-off
'.
^	 rather than► state-of-the-art capability. As a result of these findings it
j
*Ths'offi.c^: was headed by 3. D. Rosenberg of NASA/HQ. The . present:GEOS-3	 ^
Program. is under the.. guidance.. of A. R. Stanley of NASA/WFC.
,.,.. ,	 ,
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is now possible to define an electromagnetic sensar which is capable of pro-
filing solid earth features to a selectaele spatial and altimetrc resolution,
with due recognition of the cost trade offs of resolution versus sensor data
rate, and processing/archival costs of the projected program. Especially
.noteworthy is the power of mean-sea-level regression techniques to provide
precise topographic signatures without the need for centimeter-level absolute
.^...
orbit determination. As SEA SAT-A will demonstrate, for the foreseeable
future this level. of orbital accuracy is a goal rather than. an
 existing cap-
ability,
The specific capabilities and objectives examined in this report are as
followst
• GEOS 3 is shown to be capable of densely and economically
profiling salient terrain features to an rms height error of
less than 3 meters (relative to mean sea level). The pres-
ently available data-base is usable. in the detection of map
errors, survey of _drainage areas,. development. of wide. area
survey information of remote. and underdeveloped areas, and 	 a
verification of the underlying theory and usefulness of satel-
lte and aircraft radar sensors designed specifically for these 	 {
purposes. Inthinreport, GEOS-3 data is examined relative to 	 a
the specification of system parameters_needed,to provide. opti-
mal height and spatial resolution.. Fgure_1 provides an example 	 ^
of the synoptic profilometry available in the present data-base..
f
• The radar cross-section (RCS) data is shown to be usable in as-
sessing soil moisture contenton a global seasonal basis.-
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FigL^re 1. Overview of Florida data.
^^•
The ,^^nly ingredient lacking is the extraction. of baseline
RCS information and the cataloging of regional data.
i
• The RCS values obtained from GEOS-3 have shown existing ref-
erence and textbook values to be seriously in error, both in
'	 magnitude. and angular behavior. The angular dependency un-
covered appears to be usable as an attitude sensor technique
	
r
..^ l
and is a strong correlate with surface reflectivity.. This
i
reflectivity information relates both to soil moisture and
surface . mineral constituency.
• The data examined validates the ability of the radar altimetry
_,
concept to quantitatively characterize regions, such as ice
fields and current boundaries, through measurement of weso-
scale and smaller structure, and. to enable the assessment of
	 ^
seasonal .and long-term. changes in. polar iceand circulation
patterns.
• The use of dfferencing techniques offers a means of high-
lighting time-varying structure such as subsidence activity of
;,
earthquake zones and other natural or man
-made intrusions.
• A threshold algorithm has been developed .and evaluated which
	 ''
provides enhancement. in the achievable spatial resolution,
Results given show the ,technique is.also-useful as a data
	 ..	 '
quality indicator, such as the identification of momentary 	 '
unlock conditions and in removal of tracker dynamical .errors	 ??,
(.e. servo. lag. errors).
• A computer'_algorithm has been generated which produces the
equivalent of per-pulse signal level data. These data appear
_a
to provide highly accurate spatial location for: the. altitude. data.
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2.0 LAND TOPOGRAPHIC RESULTS
Figure l is a montage of -the Florida data ermined to date; details of
these and other passes are given in a later section of this report. The
Figure 1 projection contains the satellite measured elevation data arrayed
over the respective ground tracks. This overview contains a number of in-
teresting features:. The Everglades regions is discernible in the foreground
of the upper figure, and. is characterized by an almost constant elevation 	 ^^
of ^ 5 meters. The river which drains Lake Okeechobee is clearly visible;
as later data presentations will show,. the sensor consistently displays
rivers and creeks due to their strong reflectivity. Theother Everglades
pass contains eleva ion data for the region west of Ft. Lauderdale, Lake
Oceechobee, and the highland region. The three closely spaced (^ S km sep-
aration) passes cover the region from Cape. Kennedy to Ft. Meyers,..Florida.
The fine structure contained_in these passes will be_shown to accurately
profile local features.- (The sustained breaks or dotted-in regions repre-
sent data discontinuities.) The northern-most data is very close to the
highest point'in the state (near Lake Wales,. Florida) and the intersection 	
9
i
i
agreement between these 5 passes is excellent..
;^
.Figures 2 and 3 contain plots of the alttneter and map :data for two ran-
a
domlyselected terrain categories along with a pictorial representation of	 a
the incident. wavefront and range expanse for a'l2 ns pulse. This format al-
lows the reader to gauge the relationship between beamwidth and'pulse-
`	 ^
leng h limi ed geometry. Figure 2 shows the Florida topography to contain
i
gentle, rolling structure which should correspond to pulse-length limited oper-
d
;^
anon... The South Carolina. data (Figure 3) is formoderate-roughness terrain
..and regions are seen for which the surface curvature exceeds the wavefront
curvature; however, the tracker data shown.. indicates that. - the nadir..return
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dominates to the extent that the sensor is able to profile inside the pulse-
length constraint. Later discussions will re-examine. this behavior from the
standpoint of backscatter angular dependency and surface correlation length.
Figure 4 shows the satehlite (tracker) data wi*_h annotations to show
local features such. as cities, highways, and waterways.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of satellite (threshold) data and nadir-
point map data. Later discussions will examine the relative agreement between
the threshold, tracker, and map data.. The cluster of man-made structures is
clearly evident in Figure 5 du ►.ing the data period over the city of Fort
Meyers. Referring back to Figure 4, the automated. threshold technique was
used. to delete data for periods in which the system was unlocked, The tri-
angle symbols appearing in Figure 5 indicate these loss-of-lock periods.
Figure.
 6 also gives a comparison of on-board tracker and threshold data.
.This pass (orbit 2236) began off Wallops Island, Virginia, and .the segment
.shown .terminates midway between. the ocean and Chesapeake-Bay.-'Again the
threshold results display a.data unlock which occurred between time periods
in which the track status is displayed in the telemetry data. These tracker
unlock periods-are primarily due to the tracker bandwidth and tracking gate
spacings used in the Intensive Mode (I-Mode) on GEOS-3. These parameters
were chosen to provide bias-immune operation under ;^. wide range of sea state
conditions. The 16 waveform samplers, however, in conjunction with software
!	
techniques, such as the threshold tracker, permit .
 the split-gate tracking
1.	 errors to be removed.
i
Figure 7 contains a somewhat different_alttude presentation.. The .pre-	 1;
;a
vious altitude related . figures contained data which had been processed using
	 ^
a linear.-regression. technique to . equate the mean=sea-level values for the
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Atlantic ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. This was done to place the altitude 	 /
and map data on a comparable basis. In effect, this linear-regression re-
moves the first-order geoidal effects from the over-land data. Figure 7
shows the unaltered GEOS-3 data-base; note that a difference of ^ 5 meters
exists in the two sea-level values. This difference is in very close agree-
ment with recent geoidal charts [2]. The Figure 7 presentation suggests
the possibility of recovering the over-.land gravity anomalies from the GEOS-3
F
.data. For cases in which accurate tracks exist for over-land segments, such
.^.,.
as over inland lakes, it should be possible to characterize the geoid if ac-
curate orthometric height-data is also available in .map form... Calculations
given in Appendix A show the gravity anomaly across Florida to be ^ 1.5 mil-
liga:^a .
'	 ^^1 Spatial Resolution
Figure 8 exemplifies the analytical results relating to spatial. resolu-
tion for altimeter. operation over natural terrain. As discussed in section_
1.6, the spatial resolution for rivers, highways and man-made objects ap-
pears` to be :much. greater, perhaps 0.1 km. The vertical scale in Figure 8
shows degree of correlationbetween the satellite and map data and. the hori-
zontal axis corresponds to spot-size or spatial resolution. Thisfigure in-
dicates the spatialresolution for GEOS-3 ..over. open . terrain to be-in the
^-	
3
.neighborhood of 1-3 km. This result is surprising for two reasons; theoret-
cal and experimental analyses based on the system response-time (^ 12 ns)
indicated the over-water .resolution to be ^ 3,4 km and. the over-land response
was. assumed, by some, to be the area-illuminated by the antenna beamwidth 	 r3
^. ^
(- 20 km). Later discussions will show the latter view to be unappropriate
:,
for the majority_of the land areas in the continental U. S. Only. rough
13
^;, _.
r	 _. _
^^	 I	 ^
e^^
terrain regions pertain C.o beamwidth limited operation of GEOS-3. Secondly,
the unexpected rapid decay in reflectivity with off-nadir angle observed
.over-land appears to further reduce the effective spot-size below the 3.4 km
value. Other factors to be discussed also reduce the effective illuminated
area.
2.2 Land Reflectivity
Figure. 9 is a graph of the. above: mentioned reflectivity versus .angle
.^...
behavior. This figure shows both over-land and over-ocean reflectivity.
Only extremely calm or "glassy" sea behavior is shown since normal seas do
not show perceptible decay versus angle. The three'rerrain regions shown
represent those initially examined ^;nd, compared to previously published an-
gulag decay, the . dependency was. so sarong that an error in data reduction	 ''}
was initially suspected. Subsequent data studies _have .corroborated this re-
sult and established this behavior for :these terrain categories. The atti-
tude/specular gate sensed decay of the . F^lateau region has been found to be
an extremely reliable indicator of ice and land regions. Figure 10 displays
waveform data used to derive this angular sensitivity. The GEOS-3 mean- 	 !
waveforms over-land show a marked absence of the constant or plateau char-	 ^
acteristic of over-ocean waveforms, The data regions given in Figure 8 cog-
1
3
respond to waveform samplers 6-16, the.-AGC gate value at 25 ns following
.gate. l6, and the attitude/specular gate (ASG).following . gate 16 by -800 ns.
- x .Translation of these timing events into angular variables reproduces the
graph shown in Figure 9.
Radar cross-section results typical of those obtained with GEOS-3 are
shown in`Fgure 11. This figure shows 6°'values 'for ocean:, land, and icy
regions.. These values and the related data processing considerations are
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given in section 3.0. The salient result. to be discussed hF:re is the approxi-
mate order-or-magnitude larger backscatter for these terrain categories than
for typical over-ocean regions. Also notable in these results is the strik- 	 j
ing seasonal dependency present in the . Florida data; this dependency is
thought to be the result of sea,:^onal rainfall and not of the effects of vege-
tative canopy. Other, recent analyses of terrain backscatter have shown even
greater scatter in over-land ^° values; per-frame and geographic variations	 .•^•
of four orders-of-magnitude have been. observed.
In this and later discussions the term ^° has been used without qualif•-
cation. For Q° values > 30 dB the definition of cross-section per unit area
may be inappropriate since the backscatter may not be simply area dependent.
The 6° terminology will be used throughout, subject to this caveat.
2.3 Waveform Related Results
Figure 12 contains data .from an interesting ground track; this .pass
encompasses virtually the entire spectrum of radar target categories. Fig-
ure 12 shows the following symbols and information:
(a) the;on-board altitude-tracker .data consists of the solid
Tine,
(b) the "two-consecutive" hresholdtracker data. is shown as
the "x" symbol with the lower-limit values shown as triangles,
(c) per-frame waveforms are shown for the annotated geographic
regions; these waveforms represent on-board averages for
which':saturaton and other corrections have not been applied,
{d) radar.
 cross-section (cs°) values are shown in which the tilde
is used to indicate values corresponding to .the (^ 3dB lower)
AGC gate values not the peak-waveform (or nadir) value (AGC
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"clean-signal" calibrations ware used),
(3) the abscissa shows the terrain category, the latitude and.
{	 the beginning and ending longitudes.
Data from this .
 pass were initially sr_rutinized because of the 3 meter change
	 µ'
- which apparently occurred over a uniform marsh area; this change indicated a
i
';	 possible sensor malfunction. Referring to Figure 12, data shown for this
i
pass begins during an over-ocean region which is followed by astep-change
,...
,_	 in altitude of ^ 60 meters, an unlock period, and continuous altimetric data
,^
until :pass termination at 27.7° Latitude.. .Examination of map data showed
that the 60 meter change occurred over the commercialized area of Fort Lau-
derdale and re-acquisition was achieved over the Everglades swamp region.
Subsequent analyses indicated that the .
 60 meter change was due to high-rise
	 ^'
buildings in the neighborhood of the beach and the . - 3 meter discontinuity
over the marsh area was due to a diked region used as a flood control reser-
voir. The .South Florida Flood'Control Authority was contacted; they confirmed
this level .(.for this data) and indicated that acti^re pumping was. used to
maintain the: indicated. .level. The on-board tracker data (Figure 12)
also shows the Okeechobee Lake region (with data
. discontinuities triggered
by the water-land boundaries) and entrance into the Central Florida
highland region.
.
The threshold data contains several noteworthy. features. These data
show the beach occurrence .
 to be ^ .07 degrees (Latitude) prior to the on-
"	 board tracker response, 'the tracker to continually lag the topographic char
^.
acteristcs over the populated :beach region, and . the unlock conditions-over - 	 i
Lake Okeechobee. Aside from these. features, the threshold.. and on-board
f
tracker are in very .good. agreement.
-,
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	The waveform data shown in Figure 12 comprises the 6'16 Sample and Hold
	 ^`
(S&H) gate values, the. AGC gate value (located ^ 26 ns from gate 16), fol-
lowed by the attitude/specular gate value (- 800 ns from the leading edge).
The "over-swamp" regions shown comprise the first. known, point target re-
spouses recorded for GEOS-3; these. are. similar to the waveshapes obtained
from. Skylab over the Utah Salt Flats [3]. Note that the sampling gates sat-
	 "
urate at a value of ^ 250 m.v., the 100 m.v. pulse width ,is ^ 50 n.s., and
that the extrapolated half-power pulse width of 12.5 n.s. corresponds to an
	
«...
amplitude - l0 dB higher than the AGC value, and that the. ^°.values shown
are downward biased by w 13 dB. These corrections infer a nadir Q° of ap-
proximately 38 dB. The Lake Okeechobee waveform can be seen to correspond to
the familiar over-ocean waveshapes, which, to the writer's knowledge, repre-
Bents the first instance that ocean-like waveforms have been observed for a
land-locked water region.. The final . waveform shown in Figure 12 is the famil-
iar'over-land .configuration reported herein (c.f. Figure 10). Before_leaving
Figure 12, it should be noted that the along-track spatial resolution could 	 ^
be obtained from these data, if detailed surface-truth were available for
the near-step change in altitude that occurs at the reservoir terminus.. As-
suming the feature to-be a true step-change, the scaled spa ial response is
in the neighborhood of 1.5 km.	 '
The o'° values inferred. by, these dace ^^e 28 - 40 dB for marsh areas and
13 dB for inland lakes. Of primary nterest..are the . saturated or over-
-,	 Y:
marsh values; note that ^° _ 28 - 40 dB corresponds to near-specular condi-
tionsfor which capillary wave or wind effects are not significant. For.
this value of ^° to pertain, the`backscattered signal must `be essentially
coherent [3]; as such the variance of .the fluctuation statistics should be
22
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very small. Figures 13 and 14 show fluctuation histograms and autocovariance
functions for the marshland and highlands areas. The calculated standard de-
viation of the altitude jitter for the marsh area is 0.3 m, and 2.0 m for the	 1
over land region. The histogram for the land segment is similar to other over-
land histograms to be discussed. The marsh-area histogram is difficult to
interpret - it suggests Ricean statistics [4] but the strong saturation ef-
fects in .other regions of the waveform make it difficult to assess tracking 	 ,,.,.
jitter effects. The covariance functions indicate substantial pulse-to-pulse 	 {
correlation in both cases. .This result indicates that higher pulse repet-	 {
lion rates would produce only modest improvements in over-land*.racking qual-
i
I
ity.	
^ ^
a
3.0 Gt^LF STREAM RESULTS	 ^
Work. in this. area has. concentrated on development of digital. processing
techniques to enhance the .
 Gulf Stream signature. * Figure 15 typifies. the
general problem; the upper plot. shows the filtered sea-surface height data
and the lower plot shows the same data except that a straight line has been
subtracted-out .. to permit magnification of the vertical axis. The data for
each graph was filtered using;
an 81 point equal weight. (or arithmetic) averager which yields
an 8 second. time constant.,. and
• a Wiener convolution filter which has an affective time con-
_slant ^f ^ 2.5 sec....
'^
Ad dressing. first the Gulf Stream recognition problem; Figure 15 displays..
a fairly .complex topographic signature which contains fine-structure not pres-
ent in the. existing geoid or dynamic topography . references._ ` Tbs particular
^To Ghe best of the writer's knowledge, Von Arx was the first. to suggest use
of height :changes in the study of correct features'.
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geographic area (Figure 16) was initially selected because comparisons
with other (farther south) passes showed it to be comparatively well behaved;	 }
continental margin geoidal effects for passes off the coasts of Georgia and
the Carolinas are much larger. than the expected Gulf Stream effect. Also,
north of Norfolk, Va., t'he stream tends to break-up into. smaller streams
which are more difficult to detect. As a means of providing positive. stream
identification, a series of near-overlapping passes were assembled. Three
such passes have. been received to date; these .
 are shown in Figure 17. This
figure indicates a significant change in current features between pass 1710
and. the other two passes. Use of existing theoretical. estimates of the Gulf
Stream signature suggests the follow3.ng model:- assuming that stream integ-
rity does not exist during pass. 1710, the near-land features can be matched
in all three passes. Therefore,. use of 1710 as the permanent topographic
estimate yields the stream signatures shown. as the difference between the 	 ':
x,
,,
pass .data and the dashed line. This model shows a substantalwestern counter- 	 ^'^I;,
I	 current with amain-scream. deflection of ^ 0.6 m. These features. are in good
agreement with calculated stream characteristics [5]. Several other near-
I
overlapping passes will be available in this area; this technique should be
^	 continued and detection of eddy structure attempted as the data-base in-
'	 creases. (Cloud coverprevented acquisition. of surface.-truth data for pass-
es 1710 and 2236.)
Turning: next to a comparison of filtering . techniques, Figure 15 shows
two. interesting .characteristics. The rectangular window or arithmetic-
'	 average filter, which spans 81 points or ^ 8.1 sec, , is -seen to contain much
more residual noise than:. does the ^2.5 sec Wiener Filter. Also', note in the
^	 {	 lower graph near t = 35 sec a number of wild data-points occur. The Wiener
filter is seen to directly respond to these wild points: The arithmetic
^	 average, however, produces a valley or notch of time-span equal to its window,
^	
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A comparison of altitude data over the Gulf Stream.
a
a
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^.
because of these near-unlock values. Amoment's reflection shows this to be
`	 reasonable behavior for this type of filter, albeit a misleading response,
The reason for this behavior is that an equally weighted filter responds to
wild points to ti.'^e maximum. extent as soon as these points enter the computa-
tion, and the effect or offset persists until the lead-data points exit the
computation. In the writers view, this is a very undesirable feature of 	
^►^. ^
rectangular window filters. Figure 18 compares filter characteristics from
i
the standpoint of their response to a step change in input data. Note that
the (two-sided) Wiener filter .follows the step input with zero-lag and
finite rise. time. .The rectangular window filter again displays its high-
.frequency-pass characteristics through the corner or knee at each: extremity.
	 ^
Since the high-frequency response of a rectangular filter decays. slowly
(sinx/x), the response would be expected to be rich in high frequency con-
tent.. The. Wiener filter equations used here are given in Appendix B.
Figure 19 displays a plot of the Gulf Stream in the region of maximum
current velocity. .This pass (2791) represents the westernmost pass of the
.south-north . passes shown in Figure 1; it spans . the region of the Florida.
Straits between Cuba`and Key Largo. Note that. the sea-surface height change	 ',;
is in excess of 5 meters. The available geoid . data for this region shows
essentially a constant geoid value and the change observed is attribu ed to
the relatively high stream velocity. This rectangular average also shows
the "notching" characteristic discussed above; this feature is discernible
in the region centered on 22.$8 degrees-latitude.
	 1
i
One other feature present in Figure 15 deserves comment. The raw data
points (shown as x symbols) show marked asymmetry. Stated another way, the
residuals are significantly non-Gaussian. This effect has . been noted
a
30
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^	 ^
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previously [6 and 7}; the . design. of future filter algorithms. should take
due cognizance of this (temperature dependent) non-Gaussian behavior of the 	 ^
tracking loop.
Figures 20 and 21 show geoidal and topographic power spectral densities
for two separate geographic regions. These plots contain horizontal scales
in units of Hz. relative to the altitude tracker signal for the GEOS-3 orbit,
.^..
^	 and in units of Km relative to actual surface wavelength. Figure 20 repre-
a
Bents data calculated from Skylab observations over the Puerto Rican. trench:
^	 Figure 21 contains calculated densities. for two closely spaced GEOS-3 passes
i
over the Hatteras Abyssal Plain, continental margin,. and the Gulf Stream.
l	 j
I	 Both the Skylab and GEOS-3 .densities show strong similarities. The. two GEOS-3
^	 passes were for diffeiring tracker noise levels, rms values were 1.5 for rev
',
2602 and -.07 m. for rev 2620. These results suggest that the statistical
^	 a prioris used in design of altitude filters can be - taken to be locally
f
homogeneous. However, such algorithms should be based on density character-
I	 ;.
^	 stics,.especallymagnitudes, appropriate to the area under investigation.
1
i
f^	 4.0 ANALYSIS OF AGC AND VIDEO SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 	 ^
I
"	 Radar cross, section values showing per-frame maximum and .minimum values
^	 were discussed in connection with Figure 12. At the other extreme, per pulse ^
^	 fluctuation histograms were.-given. in Figures 13 and 14 which, among other.
'.
things,°showed the presence of totalsignal''fades. This section considers
a
tine information available from this combination of effects.
1
Studies were. .initially . carried. out using AGC records from several geo-
graphic locations. Figure 22 contains one such :record; in general the AGC 	 ^'
records,. because of the ^ 1 sec response time, were found to be amorphous
with little. correlation with ground characteristics. Studies were then
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initiated to investigate the information content of digitally constructed.
pulse-by-pulse. AGC or, more precisely, video data. Such records were pro-
'
	
	 duced by digitally superimposing the waveform data from gate 16 on the AGC
data. Use of instantaneous plateau gate (the AGC gate) values would. have
'	 been preferable, however, Mode 3 data was not available for use.
The reconstructed per-pulse signal level data was obtained by assuming
the GEOS-3 receiver . to consist of linear operations with square-law detec- 	 .^.^•
tion. To first order, the video signal. (voltage) was taken to be proportion-
{
al to received power. Gate 16 data was used because of the less frequent
i
saturation compared to gates 12 - 15; and because of the lower level of
tracking jitter modulation compared to the ramp-region. gates.
Figure 23 shows typical results obtained using this procedure. This	 j
11a
figLre shows (a) the satellite, ground track,. and (b) the per-pulse signal 	 I
level in the format of ^dBm value versus. frame location. These results are
i
rather striking; the shoreline, highways, and other surface features can,
	 1
in some cases, be identified with individual pulses. These data provide
extremely precise orbital and timing connotations. Also, the large pulse-
to-pulse variations suggest backscatter from one-dominant, or isolatedtar-
gets in: many cases.
This behavior . suggests that normal incidence active radar may provide
,.	 ^	 surface resolution much in excess of that initially suspected,. The per-
":	 pulse signatures ..observed strongly .violate. the over:-ocean spatial :filter ef-
,;	 fect [8]. In future..activties, a number of closely spaced Mode 3.passes
^,
	
	
will be analyzed. to test this hypothesis.. :The .resolution. implied by Figure
23 appears to approximate that anticipated for the SEA SAT imaging radar.
t
f^	 Figure 23 indicates that the backscatter angular response is dominated by-
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Figure 23. Comparison of map features and 100isecond signal level data.
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scene diffraction effects rather than spacecraft antenna resolution. Other
sensor concepts such as use of synchronous detection and across track . spatial
diversity are suggested. These . results have. not yet been correlated . with
the observed resolution. in the altimeter data.
5..0 DETAILED OVER-LAND RESULTS
This chapter begins with. a discussion of-the details for each of the 	
.,...
satellite passes analyzed. Some of these passes are then re-examined from	 i
the standpoint of system performance characteristics and physical surface
	 ii
^	 features extractable from the satellite data.
i
The four closely spaced passes across Central Florida initially studied
were orbits 1164 (0630 hrs. on 7-I-75), 2216 (1500 hburs on 9-9-75), 3268
(2400 hours on 11-26-75) and 4846 (1200 hours ..
 on 3-17-76) * All of these
passes entered Florida at Cape Canaveral and exited near Fort Meyers, Florida;
typical separation between these passes was 5 Km. All passes discussed in
i
this report were in Intensive Mode opera ion; of the above four, only 4846
and. 3268. corresponded to highdata. . rateoperation.
Figures 24-26 show the profiles produced by orbits. 2216 and 1164. Orbit
2216 is a reasonably firm track with several brief loss-of-track conditions.
Orbit 1164 ostensibly produced continuous data:. across. Florida, however, since
it is a low data-rate.-pass threshold values are not available to ensure data
^	 F
k	 quality throughout the pass.
Referring to Figure 26, .from the midpoint of frame 101 to thefirst of
f
r
^
	
	 *Data from three of` these passes was contained ,in Figure 1; pass 2216 was
not shown in this figure,
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frame 102, there are sand flats off Cape Canaveral .- the Cape land mass be-
gins just after the start of frame 102 and is represented by the 2 meter or R!
so rise in height at that point.	 The plot clearly shows the rise. in height
of the Florida Peninsula, with a relatively narrow peak height in the central
Florida ridge visible at frame 114 of about 43 meters above sea level.	 This
.
ground track goes off Florida in the Caloosahatchie River, between frames 119
and 121 -the increase in height at frame 12.0 is downtown Fort Meyers.
Deferring foz the moment discussion of orbit 4846, Figures 27 and. 28
show data for the. south-north passes over Florida. 	 These orbits were large-
ly confined. to the Everglades section, however, the intersection agreement
with the above orbits. is excellent, 	 Data characteristics for orbit 4568 .were
discussed at length. in section 1.4. 	 Altimetric data for three other Central '
Florida passes have been studied; these are orbits 1491, 2017, and-.3069 which
are shown in Figures 29•-31, respectively.	 Again, the intersection with orbit
2791 is in very good agreement. 	 Note that each. of these passes experiences
loss-of-lock conditions in the vicinity of Orlando, Florida..	 This condition.
is thought. to be :due to the sharp changes in altitude. associated with high-
rise structures in the metropolitan area.
Orbit 4846, being a high data-rate. pass, has-been highly analyzed ref-
ative to other Florida data. 	 The...previously discussed Figures. 4 and 5 con-
cider data from this orbit. 	 Figure-4 displayed. the GEOS--3 on-board tracker`
profile data with annotated geographic features. 	 Note.that creeks and rvers-
i	
r	 tend to show up as local depressions, lakes as flat regions, and cities asf;
irregular .elevated regions, 	 The visibility of water areas is attributable
to the higher fresnel reflection coefficient.	 FigurQ 32 is a graph of altim-
eter tracker data and spatially averaged ground.-truth values..- It .should be
^:	 ^
<^	 mentioned that,. pror ' to these results,-the radar altimeter was considered
6
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to "see" signals from a circular "spot-size" of, "footprint" area equal to
the spatial expanse. of the 12.5 ns incident pulse length. According to this
concept, the altimeter tracker should be following a surface representing
the weighted. average of the ground elevation. The term "weighted" is used
since the contribution due to a given area depends on its relative. radar
reflectivity,. its slope, and other factors.
Figure 33 reproduces three categories of ground-truth information;
the upper trace shows the ^ 3 km spatial-average terrain data, the center
graph shows the sub satellite or nadir values, and the lower graph depicts
both the maximum. and minimum ground truth values within the 3 km spot-size.
Later paragraphs provide analytical measures of the correspondence between
altimetric and ground. truth data.
The previous paragraphs have alluded to the comparison of .altimeter
.height and ground truth. data. Use of waveform information available from
high data rate passes provides the opportunity to construct other tracking
^;	 strategies such. as threshold or "first return" algorithms. Figure. 34 repro-
'..	 duces one such concept; the solid line shows the on-board tracker data and
`
	
	
the "x" symbols show threshold range-decisions. This threshold algorithm is
structured to detect the closest point in the waveform at which .the first
f	 '	 reflected land feature occurs based on exceeding apre-de*_ermined threshold
value.. A number of threshold values were attempted, •based on 'quantization
values ( ^ 7 m.v.) and the AGC action; a value^of 10 m.v. was .found to be the
best compromise. This point, or tisui .ng event., is then used to compute a
C
':	 time offset relative to normal ocean tracking. This offset is then convert•-
ed into a distance and the altitude data compensated accordingly. To co^n-
pensate for thermal noise or "false alarms" the algorithm required two consec-
r
^	 ,	 utve threshold crossings at the same point . prior to recognition of a "threshold
i	 ^:
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Figure 33. Comparison of Ground Truth methods for Rev 4846.
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,Figure 34. Comparison o£ threshold and tracker altitude profiles.
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crossing". A Fortran algor^^;hm was developed which. accepts the per-frame
320 values and outputs either 32 or 180 threshold-decisions per frame.
It should be noted that the 10 m.v. level. is relative to normalization
provided. by the AGC system. If it were possible to disable the AGC system,
a preferable method would be to set the threshold level relative to receiver-
.thermal noise.
	
	
a
^i
:	 Going back to the altimeter tracker-produced profile for orbit 4846, 	 .^...^
1
.attempts .were made to correct that height data so that it would correspond
more closely to the. profile along the nadir. The basic philosophy here was
i
.that returns from the nadir point would appear as the earliest returns, so
i
.that if a given return pulse waveform showeda signal level too large to be 	 r'
i
noise occurring in advance of the portion of the return signal being track-
ed, then that early rise would be declared the point of highest elevation
a
and the .altimeter .tracker height measurement. at that . point would be correc-
ted accordingly.. Figure 34 shows the height data for 4846 as the altimeter
produced it, .and as it looked when corrected with the "threshold" algorithm.
Figure 35 shows how this. algorithm compares with the "along nadir" ground-
^^	 truth data. The uncorrected ' altimeter data was shown compared to the "pre- i
dominant height" . ground truth data- in Figure 32.
' It can be seen from these that, except for anomalous tracking regions,
the altimeter :data (uncorrected) tends to fairly. accurately reproduce (the
RMS difference for this pass is less than ± 3 meters) the "predominant
^	 ^	 height" topographic data. The thresholding algorithm helps 3n estimating	 ':
p	 1t 	 ....	
^
maximum heights. within a footprint and, as a minimum, makes it possible to
quickly . identify places where anomalous tracking has occurred. It should
..
^	 be noted here-that the reason that the corrections always prgduce greater
_,1
heights than. . those the .altimeter .. .tracker "saw" is that the tracker tends to
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.
 of threshold altitude values. with ground. truth data.
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follow terrain surfaces due to its slow response time, while the algorithm
picks up heights of returns from trees and man-made objects {buildings,
etc.).
Referring back to Figure 32, the satellite measured surface profile. is
approximately midway between. the map-derived upper and lower bounds, except
for the period shown as frame 111 (one frame covers 3.2 seconds or a ground
distance of ^ 21 km). Because of the apparent distortion in radar-sensed
.,.,.
topography during. this. period ., these values were selected for further study.
Figure 36 shows . the expanded data base pertaining to frame 111; in addition
to map values and satellite data, this figure shows 50/second altitude data
obtained from a digitally processed threshold tracker. and average terrain
values computed . for 16 points .along the ground . track. The threshold algo-
rithm used again requires a-decision agreement between two neighboring per:-
pulse waveshapes and contains a threshold. level equal . to l0 percent of the
average plateau value of . the waveform.. The average: topographic points shown.. 	
y
were obtained by averaging surface contour data over a 3.4 km diameter for
a grid spacing of 0.1 km: Figure 6 dhows the hardware tracker contained. in 	 +,:	
>;
r
the GEOS-3 system to be closely following the 16 mean -terrain values . shown;	 s
the rms residual between these points is 3.5 meters. This result indicates 	 ^'
^	 that theradar altimeter . is responding to an effective ground. area which. is
j
s: j
i
	
	 quite close to a 3 km spot size. . The threshold values shown which sgnifi-
cantly depart from the average are thought to generally :correspond to .local,
i	 .	 ''
Isola edtargets. such as man-made structures -note. their increased occur-
rence as the. ground.. track traverses the..populous area: near the right hand
,;
extreme of Figure 36 {this is within the city of Lake Placid.,.. Florida). The
^	 threshold algorithm also... indicates the ,possibility of profiling the "closest
i_	
'.
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Figure 36,	 Expanded view of Frame .111 of Orbit 4846.
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return" or highest. points, if additional .sensitivity were available.. (With
the GE^^S-3 system, the AGC cannot be disabled and large target areas will
tend to suppress the return from small. target areas.) Also note that the
threshold values occasionally profile features which. violate the spatial
filter concept (e.g. response located at 7.8 on the . horizontal axis of Fig-
ure 36). Aowever, on a probabilistic basis these results. indicate. that the
area-dependent scatter model is valid.
Figure-37 shows the land structure near index number 10 of Figure 36.
This is a fairly complex area with a highway, lakes, and adry-land .range
expanse of 75 ft. within a 3 km radius. This region is thought to present
the roughest. natural terrain of the entire orbit 4846 profile; as such it
should show pulse-stretching in the waveform leading-edge. Figure 38 shows
three waveforms; the-rough terrain (Florida) waveform is for aten-pulse
average for the region shown in Figure 37, the smooth terrain (Florida) is
for frame 110 of orbit 4846, and the South Carolina waveform is near the
termination of orbit 4582. This. South Carolina .pass represents°the roughest
"	 terrain category for which altimeter-track.. data is presently. available (see
"
	
	 Figures 2 and 3). These waveforms show the following: (1) The smooth ter-
tain waveform is typical of the majority wer-land. waveshapes -later pars-
graphs will show similar resull^s for a numberof orbits,.. (2) the South Caro-
lima data shows the .expected st:retclied waveshape for an .extended-roughtar-
get area, and (3):the Florida icoughterrain waveform appears to be the super-
position of diffuse scatter an,d an isolated or poin target. situation. Con-
siderng the. location of 'the GEOS-3 tracking. gates, these. waveforms: argue
__
strongly for threshold or contiguous gates in future . systems....	 _	 ---
k
^
	
	 Figures. 39 and 40 show s^Lgnal-fluctuation histograms for orbit-4846
during an over-ocean. period and_for several over-land frames, (Gate 10 was
E
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used in the over-land case because. of saturation effects present in gates
11-16.) These histograms show the. ocean and land scattering mechanisms to
be similar, for this. terrain..
5.I Analysis of Effective Spot.-Size
^entral to the subject of radar terrain profilometry, is the question
of spatial resolution. For beamwidth-lisuited geometry and surfaces for which
^• ^
Q° angular effects are ignorable (such as ovar-ocean), to first order the
spatial resolution. is fixed by the antenna beamwidth. Over surfaces for
which pulse-length limited operation 3s dominant, it is po .^ sible to define
an effective spatial filter function with some rigor [8]. For backscatter-
ing regimes not clearly in either category; it is possible to statistically
define the spatial resolution. For this situation, the term "effective spot-
9
size" has been widely used.; .although care must be exercised in use . of such
a concept since a high degree of surface homogeneity is implied.
i
y	 Th;s section :describes the analyses of effective spot . size carried out
under .this study, for areas consistingmarnly of natural. terrain.. Two ap-
i
proaches were used: The first consisted of the arduous task of spatially
averaging the surface -truth data over varying areas and then calculating the
degree of correlation 5-^ etween the altimeter data. and the surface truth data.	 1
The second approach comgr^sed a filter analysis. of the _subsatellite ground
truth. data. The analytical methods and results are detailed below.
J
f	 (1) In the first approach, the topographic data were gridded
using cell :dimension of - 0.1 km; average: elevation 'data
k
was then computed as a function of radius.: That is, a
2-dimensional averaging was performed. .over circular ground
intercepts. The data .base: extended over one I Mode frame.
62
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(- 3.2 sec.) and height versus diameter values were
computed at 32 points within th^a frame.. Diameters of 0,
0.^, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 6.O km were used. The degree of
correlation .between the . altimeter data and the topographic-
map averages for each diameter was then computed. as follows:
The cross-covariance Cxy was computed	
.i
C	 = R	 - m m	 .... !^.
xy xy k y
in which m is the mean and R is the zero-lag cross correla-
Lion R(0)
N-1
Rxy (k) = N ^ x(n)Y(n-k)
1
n=0
;with x(n) the altimeter data. and y(n) the topographic data for
'a fixed diameter.
"the cross-covariance (normalized by C am) resulting from these	 '
computations are.. shown. in Figures 8 and !^l. Figure 41 shown
	
`^	 the' covariance maximum to occar for a diameter of 2 km. One
	
`'	 difficulty .experienced in this . analysis was that the
.
 Florida
topographic data did . not decorrelate rapidly with ground.
i,'
	u	 track displacement. ga ec^ on Figure 41, it is concluded that
	
>i	 the altimeter is responding to an illuminated zone < 3 ^ for
.^
^' the Florida data. This comparatively small {relative to the
	
^I	
o
`system response) is attributed to a decay versus-off-nadir
angle.
1j
	
;	 (2) As a second approach. to the spot-size question, ti3^ following.
	
:i	 ^
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analysis was carried out. A dense set of topography
values were read off the maps and linearly interpolat-
ed to 1 ft. height increments. Frame 107 of orbit
4846 was used in this case.. These data, which repre-
seated densely spaced subsatellite values of terrain
height, were digitally processed to yield power-
spectral-density (PSD) and variance reduction formats.
«...
.These data. were then used to assess the :effects of
partitioning the rms roughness into two wavelength
ranges; one range that represented the. spatial filter
effect for which roughness would_be manifest. in the.
waveform.. data., and a (long wavelength) case for which
roughness should be mapped a$. altimetric height variations..
The PSD was computed by performing adiscrete-Fourier-
Transform of the equally spaced . height. data followed
	
i
	
by use of a rectangular window function .of width 0.5 km
[9]. The horizontal wavenumberscale of the PSD was
	
^	 then re-scaled as afrequency variable using an assumed 	 j
	
I	 ` '1
ground track velocity of 6.5 km/sec.. .Thin scale will
	
i,	 -:: ^
	^	 be used in a laterdiscussion. The resulting PSD is	 ^^
shown in Figure 42. Note that presentation of the sur-
face truth PSD in this format is, to within map;resolu-
- ion constraints,. equivalue to the (time-series} spec-;,
	
'	 tram that would. obtain for a totally error free sensor.
.This computation Dhows variance of the Florida.topo-
graphic data to largely reside in the frequency range
6S
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below 1.0 Hz (or wavelength range above ^ 6 km) . (The
i
minimum wavelength for the data used in Figure 42 was
.13 ^; extrapolation. to shorter wavelengths would yield
results of questionable validity.) The variance, or
area inside the P5D curve, was computed directly. from
the digitized, linearly-deCrended data. and found to be
3.9 meters2 . Mean-square slope was computed in a Simi-
	 •^►^•
lar manner and: found. to be 21 x 10 -4 . All of these sta-
tistics strongly suggest that the roughness characteris-
tics of the Florida terrain are such that the altimeter
was .operating in apulse-length limited mode (as quali-
tatively discussed in connection with. Figure 2). Note.
that this variance translates into a comparable ocean
roughness (H1^3 value) of 7.8 meters (4^ ). However,
-	 the major contributor to this process variance should
	 °j
1^
a
appear in .the. altimeter rather than the waveform data.
-	 _	 i
The following analysis was carried out. to further elabo-
i
rate this effect.
'^
The above discussed subsatellite data was digitallyfil-
`:
tered to approximate the behavior of an idealized altim- 	
-1
-
eter with a variable spot . size. The subsatellte height
i
values: were first filtered using a rectangular aperture
function of width D; variance of the resulting process 	
1
was when computed. These results are shown in Figure 43;
;j
this figure .displays the per-cent variance .reduction
versus filter span. Waveform data for this time period 	 ^,
a
was examined'forroughness effect; the sample-size and	 r;;^
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rise-time perturbation was ouch that the rms roughness
was estimated to be < 0.8 m. with an 80Y confidence
	
^-	 factox. Assuming additive variances,
j
2 _ 2	 2
	
^	 QT-^1+62
i
i,
where	 6T = process varianc+
i
	
^	
2	
^.
	^	 Ql =variance within spot-size
i
k
v2 =variance outside spot-size
2
the Figure 43 results may be used . to provide the cTl
	
i	 ^.
estimates. shown in Table I.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 I
	
'^,	 TABLE I
	
i	
Q
	i	 Spot Size	 Waveform estimates
rms roughness
	
. ;	 Km	 teeters
^: 1	 .31
2	 .79
	
I	 3	 .92
	
^	
5.2	 1.42.
	
^	 8.1	 - 1.55
i
Examination of Table I shows the: digitally filtered vari-
	
'^	 ance to correspond to a spot size of < 3 lan. The wave-
form estimate variance ,(^ four t^.mes H1^3 ) is in essen-
tial agreement with these computed. values, which ` indicates.
f	 that the.. waveform method of estimating local (orwithn
M
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.spot-size) roughness is a valid technique.
5.2 Split Gate Tracker Dynamics
Referring back to Figure 32, a comparison of the spli gate tracker and
map data shows a discrepancy in the location of the ridge in Central Florida
(frame 112). The altimeter profiled ridge occurs. ^ 0.25 sec. earlier than
does the map data. The obvious possibilities for this difference are (1) the
.^►,• ^
map data is in error, or (2) the split gate tracker contained alag-type
error while profiling. this rather abrupt surface feature.. The analyses given
below and consideration of the threshold data argue that. the latter effect.
is dominant and is largely a correctable error. Referring to the threshold.
data shown in Figure 35, the ridge is seen to be somewhat narrower in .spa-
tial extent than observed by the .split gate tracker. The threshold data also
shows a double peak to the ridge signature. 	 '
In order to investigate the split -gate .
 tracker dynamics, the theoreti- ''
i
cal responses to step and ramp input signals were first computed based on the
nominal. tracker charac*eristics. Estimates of the tracker bandwidth for over-
land. operation were then obtained from orbit 4846 data and. used to rescale 	 ';
the lag . characteristics for the step and ramp .input conditions.
Figure 44 shows the computed tracker response curves based on the con-
volution of the input. signal with the system impulse resporise, a given. in 	 ';
Figure 60 of [10] and .discussed in [11]. This figure shows the . assumed in-	
v
a
put signal as the dashed line immediately to the left of output or response
curve (solid line) . Note that. the. overshoot is ^ 20 per-cent. for the step
.	 ';	 input-and that the time lag is greatest for e thi'o input. 'As measured at the
i
SO per-cent point, the time-lag .for. the. step response. is 100 m.s. and for
the ramp inputs shown. varies from 80 to 50 m.s. This variability is to be
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expected and is similar to the delay variability for monochromatic input
signals previously reported [11] in connection with time-tagging considera-
tions.
Power spectral densities were computed using two frames of the 10/sec.
tracker data, for both the Florida (4846) and the South Carolina data (4582).
Only two frames were used because surface homogeneity questions arose .for
larger data expanses. The Florida data, which is considered to be repre-
sentative of comparatively smooth terrain regions, yielded a spectral band-
width (at 3 dB) of ^ 1.6 Hz. The South Carolina, or moderate terrain, region
showed a spectral bandwidth of ^ 1.O Hz (Figure 45) . These data suggest
that the over-land mean-waveforms are modified such that the time-discrimina-
for characteristics of the tracking loop are also altered;with a resultant
change of ^ 4 s 1 in the loop bandwidth. There are two caveats to this dis-
cusson: The. tracker may be operating in anon-linear range over part of
.these. data,. and surface . spectral. effects may be a sizeable effect in the com-
puted spectra. The latter possibility was. discussed in a previous section.
.The time delay appropriate to this over-land data base may be estimated
as ` follows: Using the previously. discussed spot-size. (^ 3 km) the . 5 sec
xamp period approximates the effect of spatially filtering an abrupt surface
feature. For. the nominal tracker bandwidth of 4 Hz,.this ramp input results
in a time lag. of ^ 60 m.s. with a 4:1 change in effective. tracker bandwidth,
the. time. delay scales to ^ 240 m. s. This. delay value is in general agree-
went with that shown in Figure 32.
5.3 Analysis of Tracker Bandwidth Over Land
The. previous .discussion contained an oven land PSD result that warrants
	
' '	 further. consideration. If it s'assumed that surface isotropy applies and
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Figure 46 represents a valid estimate of the input process, it should be
possible to estimate the tracker bandwidth applicable to this terrain. Be-
cause of the tracking gate time-wise locations, the plateau decay noted in
over-land waveforms, and the nature of the time -discriminator tracking loop
[10], significant changes in tracker bandwidth would be expected in the
over-land case.
Assuming the tracker to behave as essentially alinear-system, for an
input or sensed PSD of S i ( • ) and a tracker output PSD of So ( • ), the tracker
transfer function H( • ) should be in evidence as [9].
_	 iSo ( • )	 ^H(•)I2 Si(•)
Computed values of the tracker -response PSD were shown in Figure 45 for
^	 two land cetegories, smooth (Florida) and moderately rough terrain (central1
^	 South Carolina). In both cases surface homogeneity considerations limited
Ij	 the data base for-these calcelations to < 96'independent samples. This fig
J
f
ere, when compared with .Figure 42, shows .the output `bandwidth. to exceed the
^	 input bandwidth. This. implies that the tracker response function H( • ) con-l
F	 tains frequency domain overshoot ., and is operating in a manner akin to a
I
1
very small. damping coefficient. Even - so, the .bandwidth is still consider-
ably less than the over water. case { ^ 5 Hz) . The 10/second altimeter data	 ;:
r
clearly shows this effect.
Before leaving the subject of surface statistics,. it is -of interest to'
examine these data in terms of correlation :length. Figure 46 shows the com-
('
puted autocorrelation functions for the geographic areas used in the PSD dis-'
cession. Note that .the Florida data produces a correlation length (measured
`	 at the. e 1 decay.). of ^ 3.5 km. and the South Carolina data` of - 0.7 km.
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The South Carolina data indicates that there is considerable surface struc-
tune within the 3 km spot size. This result is also in evidence in the
	 ^
waveforms (c.f. Figure 38) and shows the system is operating in accordance
with existing scattering models and the initial design ob3ectives.
a
6.0 DETAILED BACKSCATTER RESULTS
Scattering coefficient, U°, results are presented in this section which	 ',,.,.`
mere measured .during satellite passes over relatively. smooth terrain. regions.
These data. show backscatter for this terrain decreases dramatically with
off-normal .angle;. a decrease. of ^ 4 dB was observed at 0.25 degrees off-
normal incidence. These. measurements are considered to be unique in that a
high degree of angular resolution and a comparatively large illuminated area
are simultaneously available. Histograms of the per-pulse signal fluctua- 	 ?.
i
bons show. the signals to essentially behave as a Rayleigh fading target,
similar to ocean ^.cattering. The absolute Q° values .obtained are typically
in the neighborhood of 20 dB for land backscatter. A comparison of the an-
j
gular dependence of over-land and over-ocean backacatter with Q° magnitude,
';
	 .infers a much lower Fresnel reflection coefficient for land backucatter.
The over land (smooth terrain) results indicate that for .pulse-length unit-
,,
ed illumination, the effective illuminated zone will be dominated by the Q°
,
angular dependence rather than pulse length, for system pulse lengths of
60 ns at typical satellite altitudes.
The GEOS-3-sensor operates at 13 . E GHz with pulse lengths of 12.5 and
..200 ns and an antenna beamwidth of 2.25 degrees [10]. In the measurements
reported here,. the time -response of the 12 . 5 ns pulse is translated. into an
s
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angular dependency * The area illuminated per pulse period is ^hcT where
h is the satellite altitude, c the velocity and propagation and T the pulse
length [12] . For the 12 . 5 ns pulse length the area is ^ 10 km2 . A similar
measurement from Skylab, over the Bonneville Salt Flats has been reported
[3]; these data showed the received waveshape to .approximate the transmit-
ted pulse similar to the results shown. in Figure 12. Such behavior indi-
cotes specular scattering, however, the pulse-to-pulse variations imply
scattering from more than one area.
The GEOS-3 system provides 16 samples of each. received pulse with a
sample spacing of 6.25 ns, and average values of the waveshape by a 20 ns
	
	 ^J
AGC gate and a 200 ns gate. These averaging . gates are . displaced ^ 60 and
800 ns from the nadir return. The sampling functions are positioned by
,;
split-gate altitude tracker [10].
Figure 10 gave ' resul s for a typical. received waveform; the dashed, sec-
tion ,of the graph represents the relatively long period between the last two
	
	 ig
I
sampling . events. The waveform data was derived as follows:.
,^
1. Pulse-by--pulse. records and altitude. tracker error signals
'were examined to determine data frames (320 pulses) which
E.
were free of altitude tracker disturbances. For example,..:
two of the nine available data-frames over the Florida
peninsula were. . re^ected.
2. The. remaining data was then corrected based on pre-launch
;^
calibration 'data.. Additionally., gate values were
,,
j	 compensated for saturation.. effects using the procedure 	 F
1	 ^
g ;	 ^
^^
*Allt^° values. given in this report were; derived based on "clean-signal" AGC
€	
calibrations... Use ofthe "clutter-signal" results in a reduction of t^° in
^^	 the neighborhood of 3 dB. 	 °
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given in [3]. Saturation effects are present in the
over-land data because of the time separation between
the early sampling events and the AGC gate (see Figure
47)
3. Corrections were the: applied to compensate for antenna
pattern and attitude angle. Antenna pattern corrections 	 '
were on the. order of 3.5 dB at the one-degree point.
.,,,
Attitude estimates were obtained during the over-ocean
period just before land data. acquisition; the largest
off-nadir angle encounteredwas ^ .6 degrees which re-
quired a correction of ^ 1 dB. The .attitude angle es-
timation procedure is discussed in [13].
Figure 9 showed the over-land cJ° versus angle which has been reduced thus
far. Orbits 1164 and 4846 provided data over central '.Florida from. Cape Ken- 	 i
nedy to Ft. Myers; the ground tracks were displaced - 4 l^ from each other.
Acceptable over-land data was available from orbit .2762. for the Virginia-
Maryland Eastern Shore in the vicinity of Pocamoke City, IrID; and for a brief	 a
period (2 Frames) near Ontario, Canada. Similar . results have been obtained
over Yucutan however,;a complete data-base is not yet availab^_e for this-
i
region. One pass over ^.ce between Alaska and Siberia has been analyzed
(orbit 348). This orbit traversed the seasonal ice .layer, which appears to 	 1
'	 be smoothor new ice based on the altitude time-history. The-over-ice 6°
a
	- .
versus angle dependence was similar to the over-land. results except that the	 '^
one-degree value was at least 4 dB lower, The actual sampled value. was . near
the-quantization noise :level and the observed value is considered o bc,an
upper bound.	 ^
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Figure;47. Over-land histogram showing saturation effect.
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Figure 9 also shows ^° values for an over-ocean case. This is the
greatest angular dependency observed for ocean backscatter thus far.
Figure 11 contained absolute o° values for the geographic regions exam-
	
{
fined. The upper and .lower bars show the maximum and minimum ct° values ob-
tained from the 10/sec AGC data. The circles indicate the average (power)..
Q° value -not the average .
 of the dB values. The abcissa shows the geo-
graphic region, data, and orbit number. All passes over the same region
..,. ,
were separated by only a few km 01164-4846 by 4 km, 3268--4846 by 12 km, and
2236-2?62 by 4 km). Note that the aver^3ge c7° value. over land is in the
neighborhood of 20 dB, with the exception of data from orbit 4846. This
pass shows a 7 - 9 dB change over the other Florida ^° data.. Figure 11 also.
shows the-over-ocean Q° values for these Florida passes, as a check on data
equality. The significant wave heights, as estimated from waveform data, for
orbits 1164, 3268, and 4846 are. ^.5, 1.0, and 3 meters,. respectively.. These
^° and wave height values are in good . agreement with. ocean backscatter values
observed for numerous passes. Surface moisture effects are suggested by the
- Florida-data; as the dada base expands, these paraLReters-will also be cata-
loged and. analyzed. .The small.. scatter in the Ontario. data is mainly due to
the small sample size (2 frames); this small scatter is characterictic of
the ocean data. Figures 39 and 40 showed histograms of the fluctuation char_r
acteristics for'-ocean and land backscatter. The two dstribu ions are simi-
lar. Figure 47 shows a histogram of one of he sampling gates which has sub-
<stant al saturation.
The previous discussions hive shown that in general . two parameters are
available fratn a backscatter measurement; the absolute magnitude or a u at
nadir,. and . the change in 6° with angle:. Using roa^gh surface.: scatter .theory	 ]
as a guideline, the backscatter coefficient is given. by [3]
f30
t
	
^„^
i
i
- ' 22 tan26
Q	 R(U) 2
	 Sm
°	 4S2ct^s49 e
m
s	
.^,.^
where R (0) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient.
_;	 S is the mean-squareslope, and
m
8 is the off-normal angle.
Defining the change in Q° .over . some angular expanse B as 06°
- 'S2 tan26	 - '
S2 
62
^Q° = 6 ^^ = cos46 e m	 = e m
Q° Co)
Computed Surface Parameters.
.^...
The last. entry in Table II shows the value of Fresnel reflectioncoef-
ficient inferred by the measured value of c5 °. The land value is in very
A
	
''	 good agreement with data given. in [9]; over-ocean values have not yet been 	 ^,
locate%, however, the :result appears reasonable. Reference 9 also shows'
measured data which indicates an - 7 dB change. in Q° after rainfall, the 	 j
I
same magnitude noted in the Flordadata,..These preliminary findings indi-
^,	 _^_	 ^
cate that. surface moisture content and dielectric properties may well be a
obtainable from the GEOS-3 data; also, the Fresnel reflection coefficient
is the parameter of interest .rather . than 60, per se.
i
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Target Meas. ct° ^c1° Sm
v
10 log	 n26 ^R(0)
6dB dB dB dB
Ocean. ^ 24 1 3.3X10-4 28.1 —4.1
Land ^ 22 ^ 10 3.3x10-5 38.78 —16.8
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APPENDIX A
GEOIDAL ANOMALY CALCULATION
By Clayton B. Jackson
In this appendix, the relationship. between altmetric (or true geometric)
height measurements and orthometric height data (the usual map data format)
is discussed. Given orthometric or spirit-level height. data either geoid
y or gravity anomaly can be recovered through use of the altimeter measure-
went data. Assume that it is desired to measure. unique gravitational changes
from a known geoid reference. 	
.,..,
In the system shown below H is the sea suxface height of A2 as measured
from A, by leveling; H' is the altimeter height also referenced to sea sur-
face height
A= ^N
A i	 --
,,
F	
-	 H	 H,,	 ^.
---^---^	 -
dH
GEOI D
-----
_,j
The difference between the H and H' isthe error in the leveling height
H due to a geoid change DH, i.e.
3
H + DH H'	 or	 0H H'-H	 ,
1
The gravitatonalchangeis described as follows:
,,
_ _
Dg = OF_ + ^C
^,rhPre
	
	 1
^F = gravitational force change
AC = centripetal force .change
'^
_.	 ,.q
A-1	 <]]
Y7
^.-{
,.._	
_	
-	 i
n......^.. ...1^_._. _._ _ 
r	 .^	 xV .^^ ^	 .. ._ _.	 r
x geoia raaius
The magnitude of Dg is
^g ^ _ - 6 M 2 -	
1 2 
+ w2 CR - (R - ^H) I sin2^
R	 (R - DH)	 J
,,,,.
- 6 M R-
	 1 2 + w20H sin2^
(R-DH)
Assume, for example that point. A is located at Cape Canaveral and point..B
at Fort Meyers, Florida (orbit 4568). Using the above equation with
RA ref. geoid + SSHITE at A latitude ^A
a
RB Rref. geoid + SSHITE at B latitude ^
,Then
2	
2	 3
^g ( _ ^ ^ - 1 1 - ^ l + w 2^H sing ^B
B R	 B
A
,^
R22^H 
+	
B 
- 1 + w2 H4sin ^gB R_	 $B R2	 B
--8	 A 3
.
where	 ^
g 
2L1H
	 is the local gravitational anomaly at B
B RB
i
2	 ^^
RB
^	 g — - 1 is the anomaly due. to the earth's flattening.B R2
Y,A
a^
.^
;,	 A-2
-^
--
;,
^^,^,,.;,_„	 r ^ ^	 _	 ^ .._ . _
Noting that QH is the sea surface height difference between points A and B;
RA and RB can be determined using the reference geoid
^'	
Rref. = G [1 - 3.3248 x 10_3 sin2 ,^-- 2.801x10_5 sin4 ^]
at the latitude ^. {This equation will be developed at the end of this ap-
.
pendix.} Finally g B
 is .calculated using gB = - ^
RB
In orbit 4568
	
	 ,^„
DH = 5 meters
^A = 28.50
^B = 26.30
G = 6..67x10 8
M = 5.99 x 102 7 gm
w2 _ 5.31 x 10-9
RA = 6,373,307.5 m.
RB = 6,373,975.2 m.
^ Dg ^ ^ - 1.573 mgals - 0.2053 gals
.The value - 1.573 . mgals is the value of 0g at point B, due to a localmass
anomaly.
Development.: of last equation:..
The equation for a spheroid with semi maior axis aQ and eccentricity Q 2 •^
'ti
r	 is [lj	
^
R2	 2	 Q4	 2	 5 4	 4 l
r, = aR`^ 1 - 2 sin_ R + Z sin ^ - — ^ s.^^i R)
where_ is the Latitude in degrees.
A-3
w	 _ _ ^ _	 ^	 ._.____ _	 _	 ^ , N,	 _.	 . _ _ .. . _.-._._	
_	
_ ,
	 I^^^	 ^	 ^	 ^
Y^^	 I I	 I i DTI
Since the GEOS-3 reference Qpheroid has
a^ 6,378,145 meters
and the polar flatteninga is related to k through
^2
 = 2a - a2
.for
^
	
	
a	 3.3528 x 10
-3
	.,•
Q2
 = 6 . f 9441 x 10-3
The distance from a point on the spheroid and. the center is
3
^	 .
' 	 6.6944 x 10
-3	
2	 (6.69441 x 10-3) 2	 2	 ^
_r = 6,378,145 1 -	 2	 sin. S +	 2	 sin S
- .5-, (6.69441 10-3)
2
 sin4^
= 6,.378,145 1 - .3.3248 x 10
-3 
sin2 ^ - 2.801. x 10-5 sin4s,- meters-	 t:
;,
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WIENER FILTER DETAILS
',	 This appendix gives details can the Wiener filter used in this report.
Referring to equation numbers from [3 j the GEOw-3 coefficient may be found
as follows: Using the eq^^ation just below (10) for a = . .16002, So
 = 71.66
.	 and ^n = 6.5 gives
,.	 1.17697 t
	 1.17697.t
	
h	 h	 ^
where a t is in seconds and Q^ in meters. . For the GEOS-3 altitude rate of 32
	 j
values per 3.277 seconds (or 9.7656 values per second) the discrete time
	
.equation is
	
^
1
h(KT) _ 1 + .1^ K exP - .1^
	
h	 h
in which K is the altitude number (i.e. + 1,2,3.. .N). .These weights should
^	 '	 be reflected about K = O, and normalized .
 to preserve d-c value. of the process..
t	 Attached is a sam le listin
	 g p	 g	 ^p	 g (Qh
 .6m) and ra h of the convolution wei hts
	 {
for the altitude data. These . weights estimate. the midpoint value over 81
input values.	 I
The above . coefficients arefor a geodetic region. similar to the Puerto
Rican trench.. Figures :
 20 and 21 showed several power spectral densities on
_
	
	 a comparative bast's. Figure B-1 shows the filter ^ Meightng coefficients for
	 3
the continuous case.- Table B-1 lists GEOS
-3 data-rate coefficients.
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TAB; F. B- 1
G^OS-3 Wiener filter weights for - 10/sec altitude
data and rms tracking jitter a 60 cm_
wi1(a0r) ^J.4100F ^%Q(41> 0.03R^i
+(i (i31) ^. dtikl6 4,'G (42) ^7. d397
We(i^a) C1 .duW7 Wf^(43) 0.03F1
W6 (Q 3) Q^ . {C) l! C7 '^ 4ti i^ (4 4) fd . p 3 4 2
a^(:14) J.xb10 '.,^aC45) L.33^a
G;+^ ca 5) 0.+011 ^.N(4F) a. x^98
u^b(4J6) 0.0fd12 ',ra(47) 0.x27F
N6C07) d.^vu14 wf^(4Fi) ^1.FJ254
'•;ir (7K) f^. ^;^;16 '.iN (49) 4).0232
k^e(09) 0.4e018 Wc^(5:;) 0.;!211
Ge(ltc9) ::.xt921 4^^A(51) 0.x192
S:^ (1 1) v.1Od124 WQ (52) x. kf 174
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